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Abstract. We examine patterns of human choice in a passphrase-based
authentication system deployed by Amazon, a large online merchant.
We tested the availability of a large corpus of over 100,000 possible
phrases at Amazon’s registration page, which prohibits using any phrase
already registered by another user. A number of large, readily-available
lists such as movie and book titles prove effective in guessing attacks,
suggesting that passphrases are vulnerable to dictionary attacks like all
schemes involving human choice. Extending our analysis with natural
language phrases extracted from linguistic corpora, we find that phrase
selection is far from random, with users strongly preferring simple noun
bigrams which are common in natural language. The distribution of chosen passphrases is less skewed than the distribution of bigrams in English
text, indicating that some users have attempted to choose phrases randomly. Still, the distribution of bigrams in natural language is not nearly
random enough to resist offline guessing, nor are longer three- or fourword phrases for which we see rapidly diminishing returns.

1

Introduction

Despite decades of research on the vulnerability of human-chosen passwords
to guessing attacks [17], passwords continue to dominate web authentication.
Passwords’ familiarity and extremely low implementation costs are believed to
be key reasons for their persistence [9], particularly given failures in the market
for web authentication which discourage radical changes [4].
Given these constraints, multi-word passphrases may be a promising improvement, as they require few implementation changes and offer a similar user
experience. Requiring multiple words in a password is a natural extension of
usability findings which have suggested that mnemonic-phrase passwords1 are
considerably more difficult to guess while still easily memorable [22]. Recent research has also suggested that increasing the minimum length of passwords is the
most effective means of increasing security in place of requirements to include
character classes like numbers or symbols [12].
1

Mnemonic-phrase passwords are formed by condensing a natural language sentence
like “George Michael and Ann went to the protest on Friday” into a relatively-strong
password like GM&Aw2tpoF.
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Specific usability studies of passphrases [11] have found them to be just as
memorable as passwords, subject to an increased rate of typographical errors.
Several proposals have been made reduce the rate of errors, either by storing
multiple hashes of a passphrase to recognise entry of nearly-correct strings [16,2]
or by providing visual feedback to allow a user to notice typos when they are
made [18]. Passphrases may in fact be more usable in the context of mobile
phones, which have input interfaces optimised for natural language and not
for pseudorandom character strings [10]. Passphrases are already deployed in
widely-used PGP software to protect private keys on disk [23] which has led to
speculative research on hardware brute-forcing attacks [21].
Still, the security gains of moving from simple passwords to passphrases are
unknown. The few published usability studies of passphrases estimate security
either by naive calculations of the total space of possible character strings [11]
or rely on Shannon’s decades-old estimates of the entropy of characters in English text [20]. Experience from password guessing suggests that the only valid
methods of estimating security of human-chosen secrets like passphrases are to
run cracking software against real choices [17] or to collect sufficient data that
the frequency of common choices can be predicted statistically [3]. Kuo et al.
assembled a dictionary of phrases to evaluate the strength of mnemonic-phrase
passwords [14], but we are unaware of any attempt to conduct a guessing attack
on real human-chosen passphrases.
In this work we study passphrase choices using data collected from the Amazon PayPhrase system. Launched in 2009 for customers in the USA only, this
system allows users to register a passphrase to make web purchases and is one
of the few passphrase schemes widely deployed on the Internet. While we don’t
have access to the entire corpus of registered phrases, we can identify general
linguistic patterns in passphrase selection which have important implications for
future research on passphrases.

2

Data collection

In the Amazon PayPhrase system, users register a multi-word phrase (with
a minimum of two words) to authorise payments. A user can link multiple
PayPhrases to the same underlying Amazon account, which is protected by a
traditional password. Each PayPhrase is linked to a specific shipping address and
payment card, allowing users to purchase items simply by typing in their phrase
and a 4-digit PIN. Resistance to guessing attacks is expected to be provided
both by the payphrase and the PIN.
Because no username is required, all PayPhrases must be unique. This prevents inferring the distribution of passphrases that humans will choose with no
uniqueness restriction, which is common policy for password systems and necessary when passwords are used to protect private key files. This design choice
allows us to study user selection of phrases simply by querying the publiclyaccessible registration interface. As seen in Figure 1, the registration interface
provides feedback to the user when attempting to select a phrase which has al-
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Fig. 1. The selection interface for passphrases deployed by Amazon.

ready been selected. We tested the registration status of over 100,000 possible
passphrases using an automated script which queried this publicly-accessible interface While we found no evidence of rate-limiting, we limited our query rate
to 1 Hz.
PayPhrases may only contain the space character and letters in the ASCII
character set (the sets {a–z} and {A–Z}). No numbers, punctuation characters,
or non-Latin letters are allowed. While PayPhrases must contain at least one
space character at registration, spaces and capitalisation are ignored during verification. We will list all phrases we tested in a canonical lowercase form such as
bases loaded.

3

Dictionary attack

Our first experiment was to simulate a dictionary attack by assembling a number of lists of phrases that English-speaking users might be expected to pick.
We chose categories in part based on previous research on password guessing
dictionaries [13,14], though this is an inherently subjective process.
Our first step was to query a large number of proper nouns of various categories, as summarised in Table 1. All of our proper nouns were taken from “top
x” lists on Wikipedia,2 except for lists of top movies and movie stars, which
we took from the film-specific website IMDB.3 We filtered the items in each
list to comply with passphrase requirements, stripping punctuation and converting numbers and non-ASCII characters, as well as removing items which only
contained one word. Overall, we tried more than 15,000 proper nouns.
We supplemented our list of proper nouns with a number of idiomatic phrases,
summarised in Table 2. We obtained our sports phrases from Wikipedia, common
English idiomatic phrases from the English teaching website English Language
Learning Online,4 and a list of the most popular slang expressions from the the
online slang website Urban Dictionary.5
Our goal is to estimate the underlying probability of a user selecting an
individual phrase from each category we identified. We first must approximate
2

3
4
5

In some cases, the Wikipedia pages represented objectively collected lists, such as
the largest cities in the world. In other cases, they were subjectively collected by
Wikipedia editors as lists of notable items.
www.imdb.com
www.usingenglish.com
www.urbandictionary.com
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the total number of phrases selected. Based on a press release issued two months
after our data collection experiments which claimed that now over a million
users had registered a phrase, we take N = 106 as a rough estimate for the total
number of phrases registered.
Given a set of n phrases, of which k were selected, we wish to approximate
the probability p of any individual phrase in the list being selected. We make a
key assumption that within each of our identified lists, all phrases have an equal
probability of being selected. We further assume that each user who decides to
register a phrase from our list picks randomly from the list. If the phrase the
user picks is already selected, they then pick some other phrase not in the list.
Given that we’ve observed k selections from a list, the expected number of
attempted selections k 0 is an instance of the partial coupon collector’s problem.
The first user attempting to select from our list will always succeed, the second
n−2
user will succeed with probability n−1
n , the second with probability n , and so
n
th
on. The expected number of attempts before the j phrase is selected is n−j
n−j
as a Bernoulli trial with psuccess = n . Thus, the total number of attempts
expected before k phrases are taken is:
E[#attempts ] =

k
Y

n
n
−
j
j=1

(1)

Given that we observed k selections in a list of n from N total trials, we can
E[#attempts ]
then compute the maximum-likelihood probability of each item p̂ =
.
N ·n
In Table 1, p̂ is listed for each category we tried.
3.1

Comparison to passwords

We estimate that our cumulative dictionary of 20,656 phrases covers the choices
of about 1.13% of users. This
level of security is equivalent to randomly-chosen

strings of length lg 20,656
≈
20.8
bits. For comparison, just 2 passwords (123456
0.0113
and 12345) were chosen by 1.14% of users in the large dataset leaked from RockYou in 2009, equivalent to just 7.5 bits of security. Thus, passphrases appear to
provide a significant boost in security over basic passwords against an attacker
looking to compromise about 1% of accounts.
In another comparison, an optimal 20,656 word dictionary would cover 26.3%
of passwords in the RockYou dataset. In an academic study, Klein manually
assembled a dictionary in 1990 which covered over 9% of passwords with just
7,639 passwords [13]. These figures are equivalent to 16.3 or 16.4 bits of security,
respectively. Thus, passphrases provide a security boost against attacks with
small dictionaries by about 5 bits.
Our security estimates are slightly lower than those for mnemonic-phrase
passwords by Kuo et al. [14], who found a 400,000 phrase dictionary which
covered about 4% of choices, equivalent to 23.25 bits of security. Efficiency inherently declines with larger dictionaries, which partially explains this result.
Additionally, Kuo et al. had to convert each phrase into a password. This can
often be done in multiple ways, further making a dictionary attack less efficient.
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word list

example
arts
three dog night
all killer no filler
with or without you
dead poets society
patrick swayze
heart of darkness
guys and dolls
la gioconda
arrested development
the ugly duckling
birth of venus
procter and gamble

musicians
albums
songs
movies
movie stars
books
plays
operas
TV shows
fairy tales
paintings
brand names
total

sports teams
new jersey devils
arizona cardinals
sacramento kings
boston red sox
arizona wildcats
legion of doom

NHL
NFL
NBA
MLB
NCAA
fantasy sports
total

sports venues
professional stadiums
soldier field
collegiate stadiums
beaver stadium
golf courses
shadow creek
total
games
board games
luck of the draw
card games
pegs and jokers
video games
counter strike
total
comics
print comics
kevin the bold
web comics
something positive
superheros
ghost rider
total
place names
city, state (USA)
plano texas
multi-word city (USA)
maple grove
city, country
lisbon portugal
multi-word city
ciudad juarez
total
total
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list size

success rate

p̂

679
446
476
493
2012
871
75
254
836
813
268
456
7679

49.5%
56.5%
72.9%
69.6%
28.1%
47.0%
70.7%
17.3%
46.3%
13.3%
11.2%
17.3%
38.5%

0.0464%
0.0372%
0.0623%
0.0588%
0.0663%
0.0553%
0.0093%
0.0048%
0.0520%
0.0116%
0.0032%
0.0087%
0.4159%

30
32
29
30
126
121
368

83.3%
87.5%
93.1%
90.0%
56.3%
71.1%
71.7%

0.0056%
0.0070%
0.0085%
0.0074%
0.0105%
0.0151%
0.0542%

467
123
97
687

14.1%
12.2%
6.2%
12.7%

0.0071%
0.0016%
0.0006%
0.0094%

219
322
380
921

28.8%
27.6%
28.4%
28.2%

0.0074%
0.0104%
0.0127%
0.0306%

1029
250
488
1767

29.5%
16.8%
45.3%
32.1%

0.0361%
0.0046%
0.0295%
0.0701%

2705
820
479
55
4059
15481

33.8%
79.0%
35.7%
69.1%
43.7%
38.1%

0.1117%
0.1283%
0.0212%
0.0066%
0.2677%
0.8479%

Table 1. Success rates of phrase dictionaries based on proper nouns.
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word list
example
sports phrases
man of the match
slang
sausage fest
idioms
up the creek
total

list size
778
1270
3127
5175

success rate
26.1%
45.0%
43.6%
41.3%

p̂
0.0235%
0.0761%
0.1789%
0.2785%

Table 2. Success rates of phrase dictionaries based on idiomatic phrases.
bigram type
adverb-verb
verb-adverb
direct object-verb
verb-direct object
verb-indirect object
nominal modifier-noun
subject-verb

example
probably keep
send immediately
name change
spend money
go on holiday
operation room
nature explore

list size
4999
4999
5000
5000
4999
4999
4999

success rate
5.0%
1.9%
1.2%
2.4%
0.7%
9.8%
1.3%

Table 3. Success rates of different classes of natural-language phrases taken from the
British National Corpus [15].

4

Generated phrases

After exhausting simple dictionaries of the kind utilised in Section 3, a bruteforce attack would require generating phrases according to a model of the underlying natural language. Given our online access to the Amazon oracle, we were
unable to conduct a realistic brute-force search with millions of possible phrases.
Instead, we conduct several experiments with randomly-generated phrases to
evaluate linguistic tendencies in passphrase selection.
4.1

Phrases created using a syntactic parser

Our first linguistic question is, broadly, what type of syntactic constructions are
most popular as passphrases? To address this, we evaluated random samples
of naturally-occurring 2-word phrases of varying syntactic relation, extracted
from the 100-million word British National Corpus [15] parsed by the Robust
Accurate Statistical Parser [7,1]. All of the syntactic relations we tested were
two words, except for indirect object relations where a preposition is required
(e.g. pay in cash). We found vanishingly small numbers of longer phrases to be
registered, preventing research on longer passphrases with this data source.
The list of grammatical relations we examined and the summary of results are
presented in in Table 3. Of immediate interest, nominal modifier-noun phrases
(e.g. bedtime story) were the most likely to be registered by nearly a factor of
two. The next most popular list was adverbial-modifier verb relations (e.g. never
leave), again twice as popular as any other list. This suggests that users prefer
phrases which represent as a single object or a single action, rather than a verbal
phrase containing an action and a subject or object.
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bigram type
adjective-noun
noun-noun

example
powerful form
island runner

list size
10000
10000

7

success rate
13.3%
4.4%

Table 4. Success rates of bigrams taken from the Google n-gram corpus [6].

4.2

Phrases created using the Google n-gram corpus

Our second linguistic question is, what factors predict how likely a given naturallanguage phrase is to be selected as a passphrase? We focus specifically on noun
phrases using the much larger Google n-gram corpus which consists of over
1015 words of text harvested from the World Wide Web in 2006 [6]. Because
this corpus contains counts for n-grams (sequences of n consecutive words) of
only up to 5 words, sentence-level parsing is impossible. We instead relied on a
much cruder classification of words as adjectives and nouns based on their most
common part-of-speech tag in the RASP parsing of the BNC corpus [1].
We chose two random lists of 10,000 bigrams from the Google n-gram corpus, one consisting of adjective-noun bigrams and one of noun-noun bigrams.
Basic statistics are given in Table 4. To evaluate how users may be selecting
passphrases, we compared several potential models to rank each phrase in order
selection probability. In Figure 2, we plot the percentage of registered phrases
found against the percent of phrases guessed when proceeding in ranked order
according to each model.
As a baseline, a random model considers users equally likely to pick any
phrase from the list. This model produces a 45◦ degree diagonal line when plotted. We compare this to several other models:
– p(w1 ||w2 ): bigrams are ranked by their overall probability. This simulates
users generating passphrases exactly as pairs of words are generated in natural language.
– p(w1 ) · p(w2 ): bigrams are ranked by the product of the probabilities of each
constituent word. This simulates users selecting each word in their phrase
independently.
– pmi(w1 , w2 ): bigrams are ranked by the point-wise mutual information [8]
p(w1 ||w2 )
of w1 followed by w2 : lg p(w
. This simulates users having a tendency
1 )·p(w2 )
to pick words which are strongly associated with each other and hence occur
together much more frequently than would be expected by random chance.
– wpmi(w1 , w2 ): bigrams are ranked by the point-wise mutual information of
w1 followed by w2 , multiplied by p(w1 ||w2 ). This is a blended model.
As seen in Figures 2a and 2c, the overall bigram probability is the best model
for passphrase selection, though for the least-likely phrases, the independent
probability model is just as accurate. Neither model based on pointwise mutual
information provides additional predictive power. This leads us to conclude that
users don’t stray far from natural language patterns when choosing passphrases.
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0.4
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(a) Comparison of selection predictors
(adjective-noun bigrams)

1.0

0.0
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random noun-noun bigrams (Google dataset)

1.0

0.8

1.0

random noun-noun bigrams (Google dataset)

percent of registered phrases found

0.8

0.6

0.4

random selection efficiency
selection efficiency,p(w1 kw2 )

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.2

selection efficiency,p(w1 ) · p(w2 )
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selection efficiency,pmi(w1 , w2 )
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selection efficiency,wpmi(w1 , w2 )
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0.4
0.6
percent of bigrams in sample guessed

(b) Comparison of bigram probability
to actual selection (adjective-noun bigrams)

0.8
percent of registered phrases found

0.2

0.2

0.4
0.6
percent of bigrams in sample guessed

0.8

1.0

(c) Comparison of selection predictors
(noun-noun bigrams)

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
percent of bigrams in sample guessed

0.8

1.0

(d) Comparison of bigram probability to actual selection (noun-noun bigrams)

Fig. 2. The influence of different factors on the likelihood of individual bigrams being
selected as passphrases. In Figures 2a and 2c, four different models are compared
against a random-selection model: the overall bigram probability in the Google ngram corpus, the product of the individual word probabilities, the pointwise mutual
information of the bigram, and pointwise mutual information weighted by the overall
bigram probability. In both cases, overall bigram probability is the best model. In
Figures 2b and 2d, the expected efficiency of the overall bigram probability is compared
to the observed effiency. In both cases, actual selection is considerably closer to random
than predicted by the model.
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However, this model is far from complete. In Figures 2b and 2d, we plot
the expected efficiency if users perfectly followed the bigram probability model
against our observed results. The large gap shows that users are considerably
more random when choosing passphrases than when speaking naturally.
Phrases created from personal names

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8
percent of registered names found

percent of registered names found

4.3

0.6

0.4

random selection efficiency
selection efficiency,p(w1 , w2 )
0.2

0.6

0.4

0.2

selection efficiency,p(w1 ) · p(w2 )
selection efficiency,pmi(w1 , w2 )

selection efficiency, p(w1 , w2 )

selection efficiency,wpmi(w1 , w2 )
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
percent of names in sample guessed

0.8

predicted efficiency, p(w1 , w2 )
1.0

(a) Comparison of selection predictors
for personal names

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
percent of names in sample guessed

0.8

1.0

(b) Comparison of name probability to
actual selection

Fig. 3. The influence of different factors on the likelihood of personal names (e.g. joseph
bonneau) being selected as passphrases. The selection models are equivalent to those
used defined in Section 4.2 and Figure 2.

A special class of phrases we identified are those based on a personal name,
e.g. ekaterina shutova. Using 10,000 random names from a large corpus crawled
from Facebook’s public index of users in 2010 [3], we found 4% to be registered,
a rate exceeding many of the types of natural language phrases as shown in
Table 3. This is consistent with user preference for noun phrases.
We again tested several models for user selection of names as phrases as in
Section 4.2, using the frequency of each name in the Facebook corpus as the
overal “bigram probability” and the product of the frequencies of the first and
last name from the Facebook corpus to simulate creating a random name, as
plotted in Figure 3. In this case, these two models are nearly equivalent, as first
and last names have relatively low mutual information compared to bigrams
occurring in natural language; that is, being given the first name or last name
of a person’s name doesn’t greatly help in guessing the other component. Still,
as seen in Figure 3, guessing names in order of overall probability is the most
effective model, with no indication that a name’s point-wise mutual information
influences user choice. As seen in Figure 3b, the model of users choosing a name
for their passphrase at random according to the population-wide distribution of
names produces very close results to our observed data.
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30

marginal guesswork µ̃α (bits)

25

1 word phrase
2 word phrase
3 word phrase
4 word phrase
2 random words
personal name
password (RockYou)

20

15

10

5

0
0.0

0.1

0.2
0.3
success rate α

0.4

0.5

Fig. 4. The security provided by natural-language phrases of 1–4 words, based on
estimated probabilities from the Google n-gram corpus. Also plotted is the difficulty
of guessing a 2-word phrase if the words are selected independently, the difficulty of
guessing a personal name based on the population distribution of names, and the
difficulty of guessing a user-chosen password based on the leaked RockYou corpus.

4.4

Security implications

Given the evidence that user choice is partially predicted by the frequencies of
phrases in natural language, it is natural to ask what security can be achieved
if users in fact chose passphrases exactly in accordance with their distribution
in natural language. We can examine this using the Google n-gram corpus to
estimate of the probability distribution of multi-word phrases in English.
We use the marginal guesswork model to measure the guessing difficulty of
a distribution [19,3,5]. The metric µ̃α measures the effective strength of a distribution in bits against an attacker desiring a α probability of guessing a user’s
passphrase correctly. It has been shown that no single metric can accurately
measure guessing difficulty against attackers with different values of α [3]. Thus
it is necessary to plot µ̃α across a range of values for α.
Figure 4 plots µ̃α for a phrases of 1–4 words, as well as randomly-chosen 2word phrases, randomly-chosen names, and passwords. The results are somewhat
discouraging for the passphrase concept, as 2-word phrases provide slightly less
guessing resistance than existing text passwords. There is some gain from moving
to 3-word phrases, but only a very small gain from 4-word phrases after that.
Given that we found users choose phrases more randomly than their natural language distribution, these findings should be considered a lower bound
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for security. Many of the most common phrases in natural language are purely
functional, such as as well as, and would be unlikely to be chosen as passphrases.
Additionally, the Google n-grams corpus contains many artifacts of the web, with
the most common 3-word phrase being all rights reserved and the most common
4-word phrase being property of their respective. Still, these findings suggest that
multi-word phrases, if chosen naively according to natural language tendencies,
are not as effective at mitigating guessing attacks as alternate choices, such as
choosing 2 random words or choosing a personal name at random.

5

Concluding remarks

We consider our work preliminary due to the limitations of our dataset. In particular, without a full list of registered phrases, we can only test predicted selection
strategies and there may be large classes of passphrases which we have not considered. Additionally, the unusual setup of the Amazon PayPhrase system may
not encourage users to choose a difficult to guess password, as additional security
is provided by a random PIN.
Our work suggests that multi-word passphrases have some promise as a
means to improve security over traditional passwords. Even 2-word passphrases
may be able to raise the security of the weakest selections from below 10 bits
to over 20 bits which could be sufficient to make online attacks impractical.
However, our results suggest that users aren’t able to choose phrases made of
completely random words, but are influenced by the probability of a phrase
occurring in natural language. Examining the surprisingly weak distribution of
phrases in natural language, we can conclude that even 4-word phrases probably
provide less than 30 bits of security which is insufficient against offline attack.
Our results are a caution against optimistic security estimates arising from Shannon’s esimates of entropy [10] in place of of probabilities of whole phrases from
modern corpora of natural language.
We recommend further collaboration between the security and linguistics
research communities to explore what is possible in multi-word passphrases. In
particular, user testing for longer phrases is necessary to determine the extent to
which users will tend to choose passphrases with natural-language-like properties
as more words are required and not resort to easier-to-remember patterns like
repeated words, idioms, or well-known titles. We also suggest exploring random
multi-word phrases in place of users-chosen ones, which our results suggest may
allow improved guessing resistance with much shorter phrases.
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